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We intend to study the initial value problem for second-order differential 
equations of the form 
x”(f) =g(x(t), x’(t), X”(f)), (1) 
which cannot be “solved” for the highest order derivative. Such equations 
have been studied by a number of authors who were interested in the exist- 
ence of periodic solutions. Our work is related to that of Petryshyn-Yu [3] 
who used the theory of A-proper mappings. Our interest in the initial value 
problem (IVP) arose out of a global bifurcation result for A-proper 
operators, [S], where some of the possible behaviour of a global branch 
can be eliminated if the corresponding IVP has a unique solution. It might 
be expected that if g is Lipschitz in all variables, with Lipschitz constant 1 
in the third variable, then solutions of the IVP for (1) are unique. It turns 
out that this is false, but, we are able to give general hypotheses which 
ensure uniqueness. Our result involves a balance between two hypotheses 
and our example of nonuniqueness shows that the result is sharp. 
One of our hypotheses is that 
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for Jz, -z2 ( >s where tl is some function with U(S) < 1 for s > 0. If 
et(s) < LX,, < 1 for all s > 0, (1) can be rewritten in the form 
x” =f( x, x’), (2) 
where f inherits Lipschitz properties from g (so uniqueness of the IVP 
would follow in this case). However, if a(s) i 1 as s -+ 0, this fails in 
general. This is discussed in [4] but our example given later will illustrate 
this. 
(H2) has been used in [3] to prove that the mappings involved are 
A-proper. It requires a Hilbert space setting as it is a one-sided condition. 
We therefore work in the Sobolev space W2,2. We shall prove an existence 
result and, under a mild kind of Lipschitz condition, a result on regularity: 
x” can be identified with a C2 function. 
We then turn to the uniqueness question. Here we suppose g(0, 0,O) = 0 
so that (1) always has the trivial solution. We give an example, which is not 
exceptional, where the IVP has nonzero solutions, even though g is 
Lipschitz and C’ in all variables. This shows that the fin (2) is not locally 
Lipschitz in general. Nevertheless by combining the behaviour of u(s) near 
s = 0 with the growth of g(x, y, 0) we are able to prove a sharp result on 
uniqueness. 
1. EXISTENCE 
For b > 0 let Y denote the Hilbert space L*(O, b) of square integrable 
functions with norm 11 y/J ,, = (ji ) yJ 2)1/2 and let 
W2’2(0, b) = {x E Y: x’, x” E Y} 
Endowed with the norm /[X/[&Z 2 = IIxJ( t + IIx’II ‘, + llx”)( “,, W2-* is a Hilbert 
space. It is well known that W*,* is compactly embedded in C’, the space 
of continuously differentiable functions. 
Let X= {x E W2*2(0, b):x(O) = A, x’(0) = B}; this is well defined because 
of the embedding result. The initial value problem 
x” = g(x, x’, x”) 
x(O) = A, x’(0) = B 
(3) 
is written as the equation 
Lx = Nx, x E x, (4) 
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where L, N: X + Y are given by Lx = x”, Nx(t) = g(x(t), x’(t), x”(t)). In 
order that N map X into Y it is necessary to assume the following growth 
assumption 
There is a positive constant C such that 
I~~~,Y,~~l~~c(~+I~l+l~l+lzl) for all x, y, z E R. WI 
We assume throughout that g is continuous in all variables. We shall also 
suppose that the following one-sided condition holds 
for Izi - z21 2 S, where ~1: (0, co) + [0, 1) is some function such 
that if a(s) + 1 then s + 0. 032) 
We shall work in the class of A-proper mappings and refer to [l, 2, 33 
for many of the details. We briefly recall the definition: 
Let X, Y be real Banach spaces, let (Xn}, { Y,} be sequences of oriented 
finite dimensional subspaces of X, Y, respectively, and let Qn : Y + Y, be 
linear projections. The triple f = {X,,, Y,, Q,} is said to be an admissible 
approximation scheme if dim X,, = dim Y, for each n, dist(x, X,) + 0 as 
n-rcoforx~X,andQ,y-,yasn~coforyin Y. 
DEFINITION. A map f: X -+ Y is said to be A-proper relative to r if 
(i) Q,f is a continuous map of X, into Y, 
(ii) whenever {xn} is a bounded sequence with x,EX,, for each n 
such that, for a subsequence {xk}, Qkf(xk) -+y in Y, there is a further 
subsequence which converges to a point x and f(x) = y. 
Thus the A-proper mappings are particularly suited to obtaining solu- 
tions of f(x) = y as limits of finite dimensional problems. The extent of the 
class is large and contains many other well known classes of mappings: see 
the survey article [ 11. 
An important tool is the generalized degree theory available for these 
maps. This is well described in [2]. 
THEOREM 1. Under the assumptions (Hl) and (H2), there exists b > 0 
such that Eq. (4) has at least one solution in X. 
Prooj 
tion 
Writing y(t) = x(t) - A - Bt it suffices to show that the equa- 
Y” = at, Y, Y’, Y”) 
has a solution in X0 = { y E W*,*(O, b): y(0) = 0, y’(O) = 0}, where 
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g E g( y + A + Bt, y ’ + B, y “). Clearly 2 satisfies obvious analogues of (H 1) 
and (H2). 
We therefore want to solve Ly = Ny in X0 (where N now corresponds to 
2). By the proof of Corollary 4.1 of Petryshyn-Yu [3], L - 1N is A-proper 
relative to some scheme r, for 0 d L d 1. 
By a degree theory argument (for example Theorem 2 of [2]), since L 
is injective, it suffices to obtain an a priori bound for any solution of 
Ly = LNy, 0 6 1~ 1. Thus, suppose y ” = &j(t, y, y’, y “) a.e. on [0, E]. Then 
we have. 
j;lY”l*dt=i. 
1 
j~Cl(t,y,r’,y”)-6(t,y,y’,O)] y”dt 
+ e~(t,Y,Y’,O)Y”dt .r 0 I 
Let 
E= {tg CO,&]: Iy”(t)l > l}, F= {t: Iv”(t)< l}. 
Thus, as ;/6 1, 
(1+ IYI + ly’l)ly”l . 1 
Since y’(t) = sh y”(s) ds, we have I y’( t)l ,< fi (1; I ~“1 ‘)ri2, by Schwarz’s 
inequality. Similarly 1 y(t)/ Q Jk Ji (Jk I y”l 2)1/2 < t3’*(Jh I y”l 2)1/2. Writing 
JEIy”12=J~(y”12-JFIy”~*gives 
For E so small that 1 - c1( 1) - C(E + E*) > 0 we obtain 
[l -a(l)-C(E+s2)l lly”l12<(1 -cw)E+C& lIY”llY 
and hence )/ y”j/ ,, is bounded. Taking b = E completes the proof. 
2. REGULARITY 
We shall show in this section that the solution can be modified on a set 
of measure zero so that x” is continuous. To do this we need an extra 
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hypothesis, a version of which will also feature later in our uniqueness 
argument. For now we assume 
for all values of the arguments, where h(0) =0 and h is 
continuous at zero. (H3) 
THEOREM 2. Zf x is a solution of (4) and the hypotheses (H 1 ), (H2), and 
(H3) hold, then x” can be redefined on a set of measure zero so as to be 
continuous. 
Proof. We take x to be the C’ representative of x E X. Let S denote the 
subset of [0, b] -on which the equation is satisfied; then s’= [0, b]\S has 
measure zero. 
We claim that, for every E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that, for all t,, t, 
in S with Iti -t,) < 6, we have Ix”(t,) - x”(t2)j <E. 
Indeed, if this were false, there would be E >O such that for all 6 > 0, 
there would exist tl, t2 in S with (tl - t,l < 6 but Ix”(t,) - x”(t,)l 2 E. Since 
x and x’ are (uniformly) continuous on [0, b] and h is continuous at 0, we 
can take 6 so small that 
h(lx(t,) - -4tdl+ Ix’(t,) - x’(fdI I< 
41 - a(E)) 
2 . 
Since the equation is satislied on S we have, writing x1 in place of 
x( t 1 ) etc., 
Ix;l- x;I~*=[g(x,,x;,x;I)-g(xl,x;,x;)][x;-x;] 
<a(c) Ix;-x;l*+h(lx,-x,1 +1x;-x;l)lx;-x’;c;I. 
Therefore, 
[l-a(&)][~;-xX;I< 
41 -a(&)) 
2 ’ 
a contradiction. 
Now, for t E s”, there is a sequence {t,} c S with t, + t and, by the above 
claim, { x”( t,)} is a Cauchy sequence, hence convergent. Define x”(t) to be 
this limit. The claim shows that the limit is independent of how the 
sequence is chosen. This redefined x” is continuous. 
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3. UNIQUENESS 
We will now suppose that g(0, 0,O) = 0, and take initial data to be zero. 
Then 0 is always a solution of the initial value problem (4). We first present 
an example to show that uniqueness can fail badly. 
EXAMPLE. We shall take g(x, y, z) =f(y) + a(z) with f, @ as defined 
below. Let 
0, z< -l/J? 
qqz) = 1 - 322, 1z12 < l/3 
0, z>l/& 
and take G(z) = - 2/(3 $) + 17 ,,JS 4(s) ds, so Q(z) = z - z3 on a neigh- 
bourhood of the origin. For 1 <p < 3, take 
1 
0, y<o 
f(y)= YPY O<y<l 
1 -P+PY, y3 1. 
Then f and @ are C’ functions and clearly (Hl) is satisfied. Moreover, 
g(x, Y> Zl) - dx, Y> z2) = @(Zl) - @(z2) 
= 
s 
” c$(s) ds. 
;2 
Interpreting the integral as the area under the graph of 4, for z, - z2 = 
(T > 0, area G maximum area for interval of length cr 
s a/2 Q (1 - 3z2) = a a2 ( ) 1 -- . - o/2 4 
Thus, (H2) holds with 
Note that g satisfies the following growth condition 
Ig(x,y,O)I 65 IYIP. 
However, the initial value problem has nonzero solutions. For, near the 
origin, the equation is (for x’ > 0) 
X” = (x’) p + x” - (xl’)3 
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that is x” = (x’)J’13 = (x’)~ where q =p/3 < 1. This has solution 
x(t) = C(1 - 4) 4 (2~Y~l~l-4)/(2-q) 
x’(t)= [(l-q) t]l’(‘-G 
One gets other solutions by taking 0 on an interval [0, E] and then starting 
the above nonzero solution at E (the equation is translation invariant). 
Remark. It should be noted that the example is not exceptional. Other 
functions 0(z) with similar properties can be used (@’ = 1 only at zero, for 
example Q(z) = z - zn, where n is an odd integer). The form offwas chosen 
so as to be simple and also to show that our uniqueness result (which 
follows) is sharp. 
Having seen that uniqueness can fail, we now show that one can have 
uniqueness even if U(S) + 1 as s -+ 0 provided some control is put on the 
behaviour near s=O related to the growth of g(x, y, 0). We make the 
following hypotheses 
There exists k > 0, /I 2 0 such that 1 - CC(S) 2 kss, 
on some interval 0 6 s < s0 < 1 
Ig(x,Y,O)l~h(lxl+lYl), 
(H4) 
where h is increasing and h(u) 6 KU? for small u, where y 2 1 + /I. U-W 
Remark. (H5) is similar to (H3) but, whereas it is easy to satisfy (H5) 
when we have y > 1, it is less obvious how to satisfy the analogue of (H3). 
THEOREM 3. Assume that (H2), (H4), and (H5) hold and that 
g(0, 0,O) = 0. Then the initial value problem (4) with A = B = 0 has only the 
zero solution. 
Proof: Let x(t) be a solution of (4) in W*,*[O, b], with b< 1. As in the 
proof of Theorem 1 above, we have Ix’(t)1 < fi [Sk Ix”\~)“* and the same 
for Ix(t)1 since t 3’2 Q t “* on [0, b]. For any a > 0 and any E > 0, let 
E={t~[O,~]:Ix”(t)l>u}, F={t~[O,~]:Ix”(t)l<u}. 
Then, 
s 
& 
0 
(x’yCa(u)j; lxU12+ [l-a(u)] s,Ix”l’+J~ Id-? x’, 011 WI. 
For a given E > 0 define a, by 4s uz = J; lx”1 2. Our aim is to prove that 
uy, = 0 for so sufficiently small. Since SF IX” I * < E uf , the above inequality 
yields 
Cl -a(u,)l 3E a,’ < s ; I&, x’, 011 Ix?. (5) 
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Now 
I&, x’, O)l 6 Ml-4 + l-4) 
<II (2 & (J-; ,xq”‘} 
= h(4& a,) 
< 4YK(E UJ. 
Applying Schwarz’s inequality to (5) gives 
Cl-a( Ea,ZdKl J&uJJG 
= K’&(’ +yw (4 u$J+ 1. (6) 
Since x” E L*(O, 6), E uf + 0 as E + 0. For EU, # 0, (6) gives 
[ 1 - a(u,)] < K, .d’ + y)/2(& u~)~- ‘. (7) 
Thus 1 - a(u,) --f 0 as E --r 0 so that by (H2), a, + 0 as E --* 0. Therefore 
a,<.~, for E,<E, (say) and so by (H4), (7) yields 
If B = 0, this is a contradiction for E small enough so we would have a,, = 0 
for small ea. If /3 > 0, for s0 < s1 so small that K2 ~6 -K 1 we again get a, = 0. 
This shows that x” = 0 a.e. on [0, Ed] so that x and x’ are zero on [0, ~~1. 
Repeating this argument a finite number of times we get x = 0 in 
W2J(0, b). 
Remark. Going back to the example we see that (H4) holds with j? = 2, 
(H5) holds with y =p < 3. Therefore y B 1 + j3 is sharp. 
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